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Models of Universities

Educational University

Entrepreneurial University

Research University



 First mission – talent development;

 Second mission – advancement of scientific & 
technical knowledge;

 Third mission – exchange of knowledge between 
academia & industry/society.

The Missions of a University



 Multivalent logic

 Synthetic thinking

 Integrative learning

 Focus on effective results

 Generate Synergies

 Promote integration in Teams

 And Try to MAKE ….a little bit BETTER on Earth!

Intellectual Social Responsibility 
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Networking



Distribution of Wealth



European Research Area



Mobility of Students



Black Sea Universities Network

• Aim: The Network was founded for the purpose of developing scientific, cultural and

educational cooperation and exchanges among the Universities of the Black Sea

Economic Cooperation Participating States and other institutions with similar concern

for the sustainable development of the BSR

• Members: 115 Universities of 12 BSEC member countries

• Bodies: Conference of Rectors of BSR, Executive Board, President, IPS

• Centers: Center for Advanced Engineering Sciences (Romania), “B. S. Cobanzade”

Research Center on Turkology, Baku State University, Center ACADEMICON

(Turkey), Center for Coordination of Common Graduate Programs (Greece), Center for

Coordination of Summer Schools & Short Term Certificate Courses (Ukraine), Center

for Joint Research Projects (Azerbaijan), Center for BSUN Publications (Bulgaria),

• Consortia: BSUN Consortium on Economics & Business, Consortium on Oral Health,

Consortium on Tourism, Consortium on RES.

• Web site: Http://www.bsun.org

http://www.bsun.org/


NETWORKING

European Dimension
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University Infrastructure University Infrastructure University Infrastructure
Infrastructure as a service

Infrastructure as a service
Infrastructure as a service

Programs as
a service

Programs as
a service

Programs as
a service

Education as a service

Collaboration vs Co-education



Explore vs Exploit Knowledge



UN 2030 Sustainable Development Goals



Sustainable Development Solutions Network Black Sea

The aim of the network is to accelerate joint learning and promote integrated

approaches that address the interconnected economic, social, and

environmental challenges confronting the world. SDSN works closely with

United Nations agencies, multilateral financing institutions, the private sector,

and civil society.

The main task of the SDSN Black Sea will be to bring together all those involved
and to coordinate their actions, thus facilitating the achievement of the SDGs.

The SDSN Chapter for the Black Sea Region is hosted by Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki (AUTh), that was founded in 1925, and draws its inspiration from
the ideas of Greek scientist and philosopher Aristotle, who established the
concepts of nature, learning, and practice, as the fundamentals of education.



ARGOS Project



OpESEE Project



OpESEE Project

International Master of Science in Engineering,

Entrepreneurship and Resources (MSc ENTER)
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University – Industry Partnership



The MEDGreen Cluster is a cluster of innovative companies and stakeholders for

promotion of eco-technologies and alternative sources of energy.

In 2012, it has been established a National Pole of Competitiveness on Green

Economy involving the most relevant partners as companies, research

organizations, universities and local authorities.

The grouping has been registered in 2013 as the Association MEDGreen-

Innovative Cluster of companies specialized on ecotechnologies and alternative

sources of energy.

The association has been granted with the financial support for the

implementation of the project “The development of solutions innovative products

and services that will enhance the competitive advantages of companies associated

in the cluster MEDGreen".

MEDGreen Cluster is collaborating with the other national and European

associations specialized on the promotion of bio-energy on the Romanian and

European market.

The MEDGreen Cluster 



Blue Growth Cluster



Blue Growth Cluster



3D-BS Cluster & DANUBIUS RI



3D-BS Cluster

 Marine research platform

 Artificial Reef – Aquaculture, Leisure

 Demonstration projects on circular economy involving the
shipbuilding sector, recycling, processing;

 Shallow waters research platform for scientific research,
demonstration and tourism;

 Port – coastal area integration with an emphasis on RES and
Intermodal Transport;

 Demonstration projects on Smart City and Smart Region.



KNOASEE
Knowledge Alliance on Space Technologies and Satellite 

Data Processing in South – East Europe 



European Universities Initiative

The aim of this initiative is to bring together a new generation of creative

Europeans, who are able to cooperate in different languages, across borders

and disciplines, to address the big societal challenges and skills shortages that

Europe faces.



European Universities Initiative

This initiative is intended to be a game changer in higher education. Building on

excellent examples such as Erasmus Mundus, Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions

and the European Institute of Innovation & Technology, Europe must make a

leap forward.

Driven by high quality, these European Universities would attract the best

students, teachers and researchers, making use of the most innovative

pedagogies and digital technologies. They would act as role models for other

higher education institutions, progressively increasing the international

competitiveness of European higher education.

The BSUN is facilitating and supporting the participation of the member

Universities in the consortia that shall apply to the dedicated call. At the same

time we are encouraging the development of a consortium having as

coordinator a University from the BSR.



The successful implementation of SDGs in each region is depending

fundamentally on the understanding, learning and implementing an

effective set of measures tailored on the specific factors of the region,

leveraging the existing resources and putting a major emphasis on

education and innovation.

The Universities could be partners with high potential to contribute to the

implementation of SDGs in each country and to facilitate generation of

synergies at regional level.

It is natural to have a partnership between universities and the civil society

in joining the efforts for the implementation of SDGs

For the promotion of partnerships there is a fundamental need for a

framework based on principles, transparency and trust.

CONCLUSIONS


